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At this year’s show, Microsoft and our partners are highlighting intelligent cloud solutions that enable media enterprises to produce actionable 

insights, accelerate media delivery, and inspire their workforce to deliver new experiences. 
 

Decentrix, Inc. BIAnalytix. Decentrix offers complete AI based business analytics 

solutions that enhance the revenue opportunities of media, entertainment, 

telecommunications, and advertising companies. Decentrix enterprise solutions 

expose critical data within the cross-media operational systems used by these 

businesses and deliver insights that yield maximized inventory pricing, enhanced 

audience values, and optimized campaigns across all properties and platforms. 

Founded by technologists with decades of experience in media business systems, 

Decentrix provides powerful solutions — on premise, in the cloud, and as a hybrid 

platform — that industry-leading companies trust daily in making critical business 

decisions. 

 

GrayMeta. GrayMeta Platform. GrayMeta™ is a forward-thinking data company that 

powers automated metadata collection and represents a new way of thinking about 

extracting metadata across the enterprise. The GrayMeta Platform offers the freedom 

to extract, store, update and add intelligence to metadata which expands search-

ability across more applications, turning information into valuable data. 

 

Level 3 Communications. OTT-Video Solutions. Consumers want their favorite 

content in more places, on more devices and on their schedule. Level 3 offers a 

proven Over-the-Top Video Delivery solution. With content acquisition, distribution, 

storage, encoding and multi-device delivery, our end-to-end solutions address all of 

your needs with a single provider. From our content delivery network to full time 

channel distribution via our Vyvx® Broadcast network, Level 3 brings 25+ years of 

video experience and a full portfolio of end-to-end video services and solutions on 

top of our global network. 

 

LiveArena AB. LiveArena Broadcast. LiveArena Broadcast enables anyone to have 

their own TV-Channel, proven self-service solution. Product and production training 

and live event support is included. All video assets on customers own Azure account. 

Make.TV. Live video cloud – LVC. Make.TV reinvents how broadcasters and publishers 

can discover, acquire, produce and distribute video content from mobile users 

worldwide. With Make.TV Live Video Cloud (“LVC”), producers can acquire both user-

generated and premium content contributed from mobile smartphones, mobile pro 

cameras and encoders. Content producers can then search, discover, and curate the 

best feeds from unlimited live and near-live video sources. Producers can monitor 

incoming live feeds, and communicate with their contributors via intercom or chat, 

and then route and monetize streams to their audiences anywhere, through any social 

network, broadcast channel or content delivery network. 
 

Microsoft Azure Media Services. Microsoft Azure Media Services helps you deliver 

high-quality videos to your customers anywhere, anytime, on any device. Reimagine 

what is possible with your videos by leveraging state of the art artificial intelligence to 

extract metadata from your videos. Use the power of Azure to quickly build and 

deploy video on-demand and live streaming solutions, scale as you need, and deliver 

videos to a global audience. 

 

Microsoft Stream. Enterprise Video Solution. Create a more connected workplace 

through the power of intelligent enterprise video. Microsoft Stream makes it easy to 

create, share and consume videos within a small team, or across an entire company, 

all inside a securely managed environment. Enhance productivity by leveraging video 

with applications users rely on every day, and with enhanced search functionality, 

easily find the content you are looking for quickly. Team collaboration is made easy 

with custom channels and the ability to share different types of video content and 

social features. Stay connected with the content that is most important to you and 

your teams with Microsoft Stream. 
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MPP Global. eSuite. MPP Global is a technology company that delivers eSuite, an 

advanced eCommerce platform empowering TV and OTT companies to monetize 

video content. eSuite enables personalization and optimization and maximizes 

viewer engagement, with new MVOD, TVOD and SVOD business models that 

extend existing AVOD revenue streams. Founded in 2000, with offices throughout 

Europe, the Americas and Asia Pacific, MPP Global has an impressive track record of 

helping companies deliver digital monetization solutions. Clients include Sky, 

Philips, Bonnier, EFL, Now TV, TP Vision, SF Anytime, BHD and Universal. 

 

OOYALA. Ooyala Video Solutions & Ooyala Flex. The best time to start your OTT 

initiative was yesterday. The next best time is today. Now is the time to put your 

audience first. Ooyala offers the most comprehensive set of software and services 

to streamline production workflows, publish, syndicate and monetize video, and 

measure ROI from start to finish. Ooyala's technology suite includes one of the 

world's largest video platforms, a leading video ad server and programmatic 

platform and video production workflow solution. With its full set of offerings, 

Ooyala provides an Integrated Video Platform (IVP) to drive more revenue for 

today’s modern video publishers. 

 

Skype. Skype TX. Skype TX is a studio-grade solution for broadcasters. It’s the 

easiest way to manage and seamlessly integrate Skype calls into broadcast to 

produce new, innovative programming formats. We work with 3 hardware partners, 

ensuring any production can select the kit that best fits their needs and weaves 

cleanly into the existing tech workflow. This allows our partners to: create bespoke, 

innovative content from a cast of millions, command total control and 

manageability of the workflow, and deliver studio-grade standards, for the highest 

quality broadcast integrations. At NAB in 2017, we announce our latest partnership 

with Broadcast Bionics, launching Skype TX for Radio, allowing for multi-channel 

audio and providing broadcast solutions to support multi-platforms. 

 

Veritone Media. Veritone Platform. In today's competitive environment, 

immediacy of insights are key to success. With Veritone Media, anything seen or 

said on screen, is searchable and trackable within minutes. Veritone Media employs 

an innovative artificial intelligence platform to analyze and index audio and video 

media, providing the structured index necessary to understand and take action on 

media data. Media professionals can now capture, index, search, and extend 

broadcast and digital content - transforming data into actionable intelligence. 

x.news information technology gmbh. x.news™. x.news is a pioneer in cloud-

based, story-centric research. Keeping track of stories and events as they unfold is an 

essential requirement for journalists worldwide; x.news™ provides the ideal tool for 

monitoring many different sources in real time. The x.news™ dashboard brings 

together social media, news agencies, web sites and internal systems - all on a single 

screen. With x.news™, journalists can quickly find, follow, collect and share the latest 

information. For Digital, Broadcast and Print news teams, x.news™ will save time and 

improve efficiency and quality. 
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